
In our ongoing effort to serve the public interest, WXMG broadcasts 
programming responsive to issues of concern to Columbus and the 
surrounding service area. Following is a list of those issues, and of the 
station’s most significant programming treatment of them.  
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EYE ON THE COMMUNITY- THIRD QUARTERLY 
REPORT 2021 RESPONSIVE TO ISSUES OF 
COMMUNITY CONCERN: JULY 1, 2021 – SEPT 30, 2021 

In our on-going effort to serve the public interest, station WXMG-FM 95.5 
broadcast programming responsive to issues of concern to Columbus and its 
listening public. Following is a brief description of those issues and of the stations 
most significant programming treatment of them. Eye on the Community is a half 
hour radio pre-recorded program that airs weekly on Sunday mornings at 6:00 am. 

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Reimagine Safety  07/12/2021 Safety 

Columbus City Council President Shannon Hardin discuss initiatives presented by 
coucil to curb crime in the city 

  

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Opioid Crisis       07/19/2021     Mental impact of Opioid 

 

Dr Anahi Ortiz – Opiod Crisis  

Marlan Platt – Executive Director for the African American Wellness Walk 

Scott Johnson – Ohio Needs Jobs 

Tina Hunter – Glorious Church Community Health and wellness Event 

 

 



TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Goodwill Workforce     07/26/2021 Employment 

Jenifer Garey - Director for Workforce Development  

Councilwoman Priscilla Tyson – Black Girls Soar Tyson, Charity Martin-King, 
Lead with Purpose and Rachelle Martin, NAMI 

James Preston Poindexter Foundation Shelby Harris and Tom Dillard 

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Columbus Metro Library 08/02/2021 Community 

Ben Zenitsky – Public Library reopen 

Councilwoman Priscilla Tyson – Black Girls Soar – Lead with Purpose 

Columbus Teacher Recruit - LaMeika Robinson, Manager, Talent Acquisition 
(Certificated) 

Courtney Hale, Manager, Director, Human Resources Administration 

Kendall Lee, Teacher Recruiter 

Whitney Barkley – Classic for Columbus 

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

PrimaryOne Health 08/09/2021 Public Health 

CEO Charlita Tavares – Mobile Health Unit Director of Volunteers of Child 
Enrichment Program – Beth Crabtree  

 



TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Opioid     08/23/2021       Opioid Use Disorder 

Fountain Management Group - Greg Fountain 

Vision Support Network - President Ellis  

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

529 Plan 09/13/2021 Investing 

Executive Director Ohio’s 529 Plan - Tim Gorrell 

Della School of Coding – Dr. Smith New Charter School for STEM 

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

Sickle Cell        09/20/2021 Health 

Executive Director for OSCHA - Annie Ross-Womack Discussing events and 
FDA updates. Sickle Cell awareness month. 

Director Stapleton – CelebrateOne – Providing services for new parents to prevent 
Infant mortality  

 

TOPIC                                             DATE                     SUBJECT AREA 

PrimaryOne Health 09/27/2021 Justice Awards 

 CEO Charlita Tavares – discussing upcoming justice awards and fundraiser 

 



STRAIGHT TALK LIVE- THIRD QUARTERLY REPORT 2021 
RESPONSIVE TO ISSUES OF COMMUNITY CONCERN: JULY 01, 2021 –
SEPTEMBER 30, 2021

In our on-going effort to serve the public interest, station WXMG FM 95.5 
broadcast programming responsive to issues of concern to Columbus and its 
listening public. Following is a brief description of those issues and of the stations 
most significant programming treatment of them. Straight Talk Live is a two-hour 
live call-in talk show every Sunday morning from 7:00am-9:00am

TOPIC                                                   DATE         SUBJECT AREA 

The Founding of America                      70421            Race                      

As we prepare to celebrate the Fourth of July holiday, the following question must 
be asked and answered. Was the founding of the United States of America based 
on Christian values or slavery, and mass genocide? This show gave the listeners an 
opportunity to address this growing issue. Open Line.

TOPIC                                        DATE                  SUBJECT AREA 

Bill Cosby                                    71121                   Justice

Bill Cosby was released from prison after the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
overturned his 2018 sexual assault conviction, upending the first high-profile case 
of the #metoo era. Cosby, 83, was convicted of sexually assaulting Andrea 
Constand, a former Temple University employee, at his home in 2004. In its 
opinion, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court said a "non-prosecution agreement" with 
a former prosecutor prevented Cosby from facing charges. This show gave the 
listeners an opportunity to address this growing issue. Open Line. 



TOPIC                                                             DATE       SUBJECT AREA 

Politicians Care About Votes/Money               71821        Politics

Why didn’t the boycotting legislators in Texas leave when Black people did not get 
healthcare, business loans, housing loans, or programs that stop blacks from killing 
each other? Where was the boycott then? The only time politicians seem to care is 
when their money is affected, because voting directly affects their personal 
pocketbooks and wallets. This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address 
this growing issue. Open Line. 

TOPIC                                                  DATE     SUBJECT AREA 

Mandatory Vaccinations are Coming    72521       Public Health      

Why are so many people resisting getting fully vaccinated?  From President Biden 
to Governor DeWine, the sound of frustration about those refusing the vaccination 
is loud and clear. Roughly about 41 percent or about six million Ohioans have not 
been vaccinated. Six million still unvaccinated, why? This show gave the listeners 
an opportunity to address this growing issue. 

TOPIC                                    DATE                   SUBJECT AREA

                                                 

Mixed Race Confusion?          80121                    Mixed Race Issues        

Biracial tennis player Naomi Osaka’s mother, Tamaki, told the Wall Street Journal 
that playing for Japan in the Olympics, was the natural choice because although 
her children were raised to know both of their racial heritages, they resonated more 
with the Japanese side. Osaka revealed that people revoked her “black card”, but 
she felt those individuals were confused about how blackness transcends country 
of origin. This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this growing 
issue. Open line

https://www.wsj.com/articles/naomi-osaka-the-tennis-star-who-was-overlooked-by-everyone-1536773788


TOPIC                                    DATE              SUBJECT AREA

Rent Moratorium                     80821                Politics       

The nonprofit National Low Income Housing Coalition implored the Biden 
Administration to "prevent a historic wave of evictions" by extending the 
moratorium and distributing rental assistance more efficiently. Researchers warn a 
potential housing crisis looms over the nation's post-pandemic recovery, as 
millions of Americans could lose housing in the next two months. This show gave 
the listeners an opportunity to address this growing issue. Open Line

TOPIC                                   DATE                    SUBJECT AREA

Voter ID                                 81521                        Politics                                 

Americans use identifications for cashing a check to buying certain 
pharmaceuticals -even people who entered the country illegally have drivers’ 
licenses. What’s wrong with Voter ID? Researchers say that same day registration 
with no Voter ID is ripe with fraud, as many could register twenty times using 
twenty different names while voting at twenty different locations. Or it as the 
National Democratic Party has charged, voter suppression based on race and 
culture? This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this growing issue. 
Open line

TOPIC                                DATE                           SUBJECT AREA 

Kabul Mess                         82221                              Government    

What is the reason for getting out of Afghanistan, which is coincidentally one of 
the two largest opium producers? In fact, it is reported that Afghanistan and 
Mexico are two largest poppy fields and crops in the world. Is it just an accident 
that when US Military went into Afghanistan opioid addiction in the United States 
drastically increased? The show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this 
growing issue. Open Line

https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/NLIHC-and-DHRC-letter-to-Biden-Administration-re-Eviction-Moratorium-and-ERA.pdf
https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/NLIHC-and-DHRC-letter-to-Biden-Administration-re-Eviction-Moratorium-and-ERA.pdf


TOPIC                                     DATE                  SUBJECT AREA

Secret Plan                                82921                   Racism

Amongst the supposed white social elite, it is whispered that there is a secret plan 
to move Black people out of the central city in Columbus, Ohio. We have seen this 
happen in Washington DC with something called The Plan, talked about in 1990 
and today in 2021, the city of Washington DC poised for statehood, has a white 
majority population. This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this 
growing issue. Open line

TOPIC                                           DATE                  SUBJECT AREA

Quiet Partnership?                          90521                    Race and Gender                                     

Has R. Kelly Trial exposed a secret collaboration between white and black women, 
to take down Black males. Is there a quiet partnership between the two that Black 
males do not know about? This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address 
this growing issue. Open Line

TOPIC                                                     DATE                  SUBJECT AREA

Mandatory Vaccinations Are Here!         91221                    Health

President Biden announced the most sweeping COVID-19 vaccine requirements 
yet on Thursday, which will affect roughly 100 million Americans. Does Biden 
have the authority, since Congress has passed no law mandating vaccinations? 
Black people have the lowest rate of vaccinations, how will this impact black 
employment prospects? This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this 
growing issue. Open Line

TOPIC                                                    DATE                  SUBJECT AREA

Rent Control                                             91921                    Housing

The moratorium ended, rent and housing prices in the Columbus are skyrocketing. 
Many senior homeowners on fixed incomes who have paid for their homes and 
cannot afford the high taxes, are being harassed to sell. Affordable housing has not 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-19-vaccine-pregnancy-cdc-guidance/


happened as promised. What is occurring is renters cannot afford the new rents. 
Therefore, is it time for rent control in the city of Columbus and Franklin County? 
This show gave the listeners an opportunity to address this growing issue. Open 
Line

TOPIC                                               DATE                               SUBJECT AREA

Ohio Abortion Plan                            92621                                 Abortion

Should Ohio adopt the Texas abortion ban? Do you believe that performing or 
having an abortion is murder? Why do Black women have the highest percentages 
of abortions? Should women who get abortions be arrested and tried for murder? 
Should abortions be allowed for incest and rape or is that murder also? This show 
gave the listeners an opportunity to address this growing issue. Open line

 


